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STRUCTURE OF Cpq-COHOMOLOGY OF POINTS AND
SLICE TOWER
SUROJIT GHOSH
Abstract. The additive structure of the RO(Cpq)-graded Bredon coho-
mology S0 with coefficients in the constant Mackey functor was computed
in [1]. Using that computation, the ring structure in the positive degrees
has been computed here. Further, we calculate the slices of the spectrum
SV ∧HZ for any representation V.
1. Introduction
The RO(G)-graded Bredon cohomology of S0 is hard to compute. The
Mackey functors H∗G(S
0;A) were computed by Stong for the group C2 and
by Lewis and Stong for the groups Cp ([10]). The multiplicative structure was
also computed by Lewis in the same paper. With constant coefficients Z/p, the
computations of the cohomology of Cp-orbits were performed by Stong (Ap-
pendix of [2]). In [1], the authors carry the computations of H∗G(S
0;M ) further
to G = Cpq where p and q are distinct odd primes, with coefficients in either
Burnside ring Mackey functor or in constant Mackey functor. But they avoid
computations of the ring structure. In this article, using the computations in
[1], we compute the multiplicative structure of H˜⋆Cpq(S
0) in the positive degree
(⋆ = V − ∗) with coefficients in the constant Mackey functor. and obtain (cf.
Theorem 3.7)
Theorem 1.1. In positive degree, the ring H˜⋆Cpq(S
0) is isomorphic to
Z[aξ, aξp , aξq , uξ, uξp , uξq ]
(pqaξ, qaξp , paξq , uξaξp − puξpaξ, uξaξq − quξqaξ)
where aV and uV are certain classes defined in 3.4.
Next, we study the Slice tower associated to certain G-spectra. The slice
spectral sequence is a modern tool in computational equivariant homotopy the-
ory. It is an analog of the motivic spectral sequence developed by Voevodsky
[14]. This is a homotopy spectral sequence on a certain tower of fibration, called
the slice tower. The slice tower is an equivariant analog of the Postnikov tower
from classical stable homotopy theory. The slice tower for finite groups was
first developed in [7] to solve the Kervaire invariant one problem. It is actually
build on the work of Dugger for C2-spectra [3]. This filtration has been refor-
mulated in Ullman’s work in [13]. In this article, we rely on the Ullman’s new
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structure on slice filtration. Let SpG be the category of genuine G-spectra for
the finite group G. The localizing subcategory of SpG are those closed under
weak equivalence, cofibration, extensions, and coproducts. An n-slice category
is then the localizing subcategory of SpG generated by the G-spectra of the
form Σ∞GG/H+ ∧ S
kρH , where H is a subgroup of G and ρH is the regular
representation of H.
For a spectrum X, we write X ≥ n if it is in the n-slice category. Associated
to the n-slice category there is a natural localization functor Pn−1. Note that
the (n + 1)-slice category sits insides the n-slice category. Therefore, there is
a natural transformation Pn → Pn−1, which yields the slice tower for each
spectrum X as follows:
· · · → Pn+1X → PnX → Pn−1X → · · ·
The homotopy fibre at each level PnX → Pn−1X is called the n-slice for the
spectrum X and is denoted by PnnX.
There is an equivariant analog of the Eilenberg MacLane spectrum HM for
each Mackey functor M. This spectrum is always 0-slice and hence has the
trivial slice tower. Next, the natural question is how to determine the slices for
any module over Eilenberg Maclane spectrum. The computation of the slice
tower for Sn ∧HZ was made in [15] and for Snξ ∧HZ in [8] for the group Cpn .
Recently, in [5] the authors compute the C2 × C2-slice tower for the spectrum
Sn ∧HZ/2.
In this article, we investigate the slices of the spectrum ΣVHZ for Cpq where
V is any virtual representation of Cpq and obtain( cf. Theorem 4.13)
Theorem 1.2. Let α ∈ RO(Cpq), then S
α∧HZ has a dim(α)-slice Sβ∧HZ for
some β ∈ RO(Cpq). The other slices are suspensions of HKp〈Z/p〉 or HKq〈Z/q〉
or wedges of them.
1.1. Organization. In section 2, we recall some definitions and results from
RO(G)-graded Bredon cohomology theory. We use these to write the multi-
plicative structure of the cohomology of S0 in positive degree in section 3. In
section 4, we describe the slice tower for certain spectrum SV ∧HZ.
2. preliminaries
We recall certain basic ideas and techniques in Bredon cohomology, and fix
the notations used throughout the paper. Details and proofs may be found in
[12]. The notation G will be used for the cyclic group Cpq of order pq where
p < q are two distinct primes, though most of the facts in this section also hold
for a general finite group.
For a unitary representation V of the group G, let SV be the one point
compactification of V, with the action induced from that of V .
Equivariant homotopy and cohomology theories are more naturally graded
by RO(G), the Grothendieck group of finite real orthogonal representations of
G. To obtain this kind of theory one needs more structure on the coefficients.
These are called Mackey functors.
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Definition 2.1. A Mackey functor consists of a pairM = (M∗,M
∗) of functors
from the category of finite G-sets to Ab, with M∗ covariant and M
∗ contravari-
ant. On every object S, M ∗ and M∗ have the same value which we denote by
M(S), and M carries disjoint unions to direct sums. The functors are required
to satisfy that for every pullback diagram of finite G-sets as below
P
δ //
γ

X
α

Y
β // Z,
one has M∗(α) ◦M∗(β) =M∗(δ) ◦M
∗(γ).
Example 2.2. For an Abelian group C, an easy example for a Mackey functor is
the constant Mackey functor C defined by the assignment C(S) =MapG(S,C),
the set of G-maps from the G-orbit S to C with trivial G-action.
Equivariant cohomology theories are represented by G-spectra. Naive G-
spectra are those in which only desuspension with respect to trivial G-spheres
is allowed. Usually, what we mean by G-spectra are those in which desuspension
with respect to all representation spheres are allowed. In the viewpoint of [11],
naive G-spectra are indexed over a trivial G-universe and G-spectra are indexed
over a complete G-universe. As we are allowed to take desuspension with respect
to representation-spheres, the associated cohomology theories become RO(G)-
graded.
We consider orthogonal G-spectra with positive complete model structure to
model the equivariant stable homotopy theory, which can be read off from [7,
Appendix A, B]. In particular, we use (SpG,∧,S0) for the symmetric model
category of orthogonal G-spectra.
Every G-set S yields a suspension spectrum Σ∞G S+ in the category of G-
spectra. It turns out that the category of finite G-sets, homotopy classes of
spectrum maps as morphisms, is naturally isomorphic to the Burnside category.
Thus, the homotopy groups of G-spectra are naturally Mackey functors. For an
orthogonal spectrum X, denote by pi⋆(X) its RO(G)-graded homotopy groups.
In particular, for α = V −W ∈ RO(G),
piα(X) = [S
V , SW ∧X]G.
In non-equivariant homotopy theory, for each Abelian group A there is an
Eilenberg-MacLane spectra HA satisfying
pin(HA) =
{
A, if n = 0
0, otherwise.
In the category of orthogonal spectra, we also have Eilenberg-MacLane spec-
tra for each Mackey functor.
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a G-Mackey functor. Then there exist an equi-
variant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HM , unique up to homotopy in SpG.
Proof. See [4, Theorem 5.3]. 
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Thus, equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectra arise from Mackey functors.
This is a theorem of Lewis, May, and McClure in Chapter XIII of [12]. There-
fore, integer-graded cohomology associated to a coefficient system extends to
RO(G)-graded cohomology theory if and only if the coefficient system has an
underlying Mackey functor structure.
Definition 2.4. A RO(G)-graded cohomology theory consists, for each α ∈
RO(G), of functors Eα from reduced equivariant CW complexes to Abelian
groups which satisfy the usual axioms - homotopy invariance, excision, long
exact sequence and the wedge axiom.
It is interesting to note that the suspension isomorphism for RO(G)-graded
cohomology theories takes the form Eα(X) ∼= Eα+V (SV ∧X) for every based
G-space X and representation V .
We recall that there are change of groups functors on equivariant spectra.
The restriction functor from G-spectra to H-spectra has a left adjoint given
by smashing with (G/H)+. This also induces an isomorphism for cohomology
with Mackey functor coefficients
H˜αG((G/H)+ ∧X;M )
∼= H˜αH(X; resH(M ))
The RO(G)-graded theories may also be assumed to be Mackey functor-
valued as in the definition below.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a pointed G-space, M be any Mackey functor, α ∈
RO(G). Then the Mackey functor valued cohomology HαG(X;M ) is defined:
HαG(X;M )(G/K) = H˜
α
G((G/K)+ ∧X;M ).
The restriction and transfer maps are induced by the appropriate maps of G-
spectra.
3. The ring structure
One natural question is: What is the structure on a Mackey functor which
induces a ring structure on the cohomology of spaces? There is a box product
✷ on the category of Mackey functors. For two Mackey functors M,N , this is
obtained by taking the left Kan extension along
BurnG ×BurnG //

Ab
BurnG
77♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
The right arrow in the top row is given by (S, T ) 7→ M(S) × N(T ). The
left vertical arrow is given by (S, T ) 7→ S ⊔ T . Mackey functors inducing ring
valued cohomology theories are monoids under the box product✷. The constant
Mackey functor Z is a monoid under ✷. Therefore H˜⋆G (S
0;Z) has a graded ring
structure. In this section, we try to understand the ring structure for the group
Cpq.
We start by recalling some Cp-Mackey functors from [10]. In the diagrams
below the downward arrows are restrictions and the upward arrows are the
transfers.
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Z
p

Z/p

Z
1

Lp : 〈Z/p〉p : Rp :
Z
1
SS
0
SS
Z
p
SS
Now observe that the Burnside category BurnCpq is isomorphic to BurnCp⊗
BurnCq formed as the product set of objects and tensor product set of mor-
phisms. Thus we may define a Cpq-Mackey functor by tensoring Mackey func-
tors on Cp and Cq. The following Mackey functors have special importance in
our case.
Definition 3.1. For a Cp-Mackey functor M , define Cpq-Mackey functors
CpM :=M ⊗ Lq, KpM :=M ⊗Rq.
Also we denote
Rpq := Rp ⊗Rq, Lpq := Lp ⊗ Lq.
Note that the Mackey functor Rpq is the constant Mackey functor for the
group Cpq. Therefore, depending on the context, sometimes we use Z instead
of Rpq.
We call a Mackey functor cohomological if it is a module over Z. In other
words, a Mackey functorM is cohomological if the composite trHKres
H
K is simply
multiplication by |H|/|K| for all K ≤ H ≤ G. A cohomological Mackey functor
for the group Cpq satisfies the following:
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a Cpq-cohomological Mackey functor such that both
the groups M(Cpq/Cp) and M(Cpq/Cq) vanish. Then, the Mackey functor M
is trivial.
Proof. Since M is cohomological, for K ≤ H ≤ G, the composition
trHKres
H
K :M(G/H)→M(G/H)
is given by the multiplication by the index |H|/|K|. Now pick an element x ∈
M(Cpq/Cpq); applying above map we get
px = 0 and qx = 0.
Since, p and q are relatively prime, x = 0. The result follows. 
With the above notations, we recall from [1] the additive structure of the
Mackey functor HαG(S
0;Rpq) as follows:
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Theorem 3.3. Let α ∈ RO(Cpq). Then the Mackey functor
HαG(S
0;Rpq) ∼=


Kp〈Z/p〉 if |α| < 0, |α
Cp | > 1, |αCq | ≤ 1 odd
Kq〈Z/q〉 if |α| < 0, |α
Cp | ≤ 1, |αCq | > 1 odd
Kp〈Z/p〉 ⊕ Kq〈Z/q〉 if |α| < 0, |α
Cp | > 1, |αCq | > 1 odd
Kp〈Z/p〉 ⊕ Kq〈Z/q〉 if |α| > 0, |α
Cp | ≤ 0, |αCq | ≤ 0 even
Kp〈Z/p〉 if |α| > 0, |α
Cp | ≤ 0, |αCq | > 0 even
Kq〈Z/q〉 if |α| > 0, |α
Cp | > 0, |αCq | ≤ 0 even
Rpq if |α| = 0, |α
Cp | ≤ 0, |αCq | ≤ 0
Lpq if |α| = 0, |α
Cp | > 0, |αCq | > 0
KpLp if |α| = 0, |α
Cp | > 0, |αCq | ≤ 0
KqLq if |α| = 0, |α
Cp | ≤ 0, |αCq | > 0
0 otherwise.
Also, recall the definitions of the classes aV and uV in H
⋆
G (S
0;Z) from [7]
Definition 3.4. (1) For a representation V with V G = 0, let aV ∈ pi−V (S
0) be
the map S0 → SV which embeds S0 to SV to 0 and ∞ in SV . We will also use
aV for its Hurewicz image in pi−V (HZ)(G/G)
∼= HVG(S
0;Z)(G/G).
(2) For an orientable representation W of dimension n, let uW be the genera-
tor ofHn(S
W ;Z)(G/G) which restricts to the choice of orientation inHn(S
W ;Z)(G/e) ∼=
Hn(S
n;Z). In cohomology grading , uW ∈ H˜
V−dimV
G (S
0;Z).
In particular, for the group G = Cpq, where p and q are distinct odd primes,
we have aξj ∈ H˜
ξj
G (S
0;Z) and uξj ∈ H˜
ξj−2
G (S
0;Z).
Next, we have equivalences of spectra which simplify computations:
Lemma 3.5. There are the following equivalences
(1) Sξ ∧HZ ∼= Sξ
j
∧HZ if (j, pq) = 1.
(2) Sξ
p
∧HZ ∼= Sξ
jp
∧HZ if (j, q) = 1.
(3) Sξ
q
∧HZ ∼= Sξ
jq
∧HZ if (j, p) = 1.
(4) Σξ
p
HZ ≃ ΣξH(KpLp).
Moreover, there is a map HZ→ Σξ−ξ
p
HZ
Proof. All these equivalences are directly follows from the computation of the
homotopy groups of Sξ
j−ξk∧HZ. Therefore, we use the Theorem 3.3 to conclude
the results.
Consider the Mackey functor map
Lp → Rp
which is identity on the orbit Cp/e. This map and the equivalence (4) give the
following
HZ
∼=
→ Σξ−ξ
p
HKpLp → Σ
ξ−ξpHZ.
We denote this map by uξ−ξp . 
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Thus, only the Cpq- representations of the form
V = a+ bξ + cξp + dξq for a, b, c, d ∈ Z
are useful for our computations. Hence, we are interested in the classes aξ, aξp , aξq
and uξ, uξp , uξq . These classes satisfy the following
Proposition 3.6. (1) For two fixed point free representations V and W , we
have
aV+W = aV aW and uV+W = uV uW .
(2) pqaξ = 0, qaξp = 0, and paξq = 0.
(3) uξaξp = puξpaξ and uξaξq = quξqaξ
Proof. (1) is an general fact about any finite group, which follows from [7].
For (2), the values of HξCpq (S
0;Z), Hξ
p
Cpq
(S0;Z), and Hξ
q
Cpq
(S0;Z) from the
Theorem 3.3 yield the result.
For (3): We know there is a canonical map Sξ → Sξ
p
with non-equivariant
degree p. We denote this map by aξp/aξ . We have a commutative diagram
Sξ
aξp/aξ

S0
aξ
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
aξp !!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
Sξ
p
This yields a map aξp/aξ ∧ HZ : S
ξ ∧ HZ → Sξ
p
∧ HZ. Now, we construct
another map uξ/uξp such that
Sξ
p
∧HZ
uξ/uξp

S2
uξp
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
uξ $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Sξ ∧HZ
The Lemma 3.5 yields a map Sξ
p
∧HZ→ Sξ∧HZ, of degree one. Therefore,
the composition (uξ/uξp)(aξp/aξ) gives a factorization of the degree p map
on Sξ ∧ HZ. Hence the first part follows. The result for the prime q follows
analogously. 
Proposition 3.6 yields a map
Φ :
Z[aξ, aξp , aξq , uξ, uξp , uξq ]
(pqaξ, qaξp , paξq , uξaξp − puξpaξ, uξaξq − quξqaξ)
−→ pi⋆HZ.
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 3.7. If ⋆ = ∗ − V, then the map Φ is a isomorphism of rings.
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Proof. Lemma 3.5 allows us to take V to be the representation k+mξ+nξp+lξq
for non-negative integers m,n and l. If |⋆| < 0 or > 0 odd, then by Theorem
3.3, H⋆G (S
0;Z) = 0. Also, since all the classes ajξ and u
j
ξ have even dimensions
greater than equal to zero, the map Φ is an isomorphism if |⋆| < 0.
We are left with the case |⋆| is a non-negative and even. Therefore, the
dimension of the fixed points of ⋆ are even. So ⋆ is of the form mξ + nξp +
lξq − 2a for m,n, l ≥ 0 and a ∈ Z. We denote this element by (m,n, l, a).
If |⋆| = 0, H˜⋆G (S
0;Z) is generated by the unique monomial umξ u
n
ξpu
l
ξq .
Next, assume that |⋆| > 0. Then we may write ⋆ = |ua1ξ a
b1
ξ u
a2
ξpa
b2
ξpu
a3
ξqa
b3
ξq |.
From Proposition 3.6 (2), it is impossible to consider the presence of both the
classes aξp and aξq for the non-trivial generator u
a1
ξ a
b1
ξ u
a2
ξpa
b2
ξpu
a3
ξqa
b3
ξq . Without
loss of generality we take b3 = 0. Again, using (3) of Proposition 3.6, if a1 > 0
then either b2 = 0 or b3 = 0. Then, for the ⋆ = (m,n, l, a) we have at most
three types of possible generators:
Type I : ua−n−lξ a
m−a+n+1
ξ u
n
ξpu
l
ξq
Type II : amξ u
a−l
ξp a
n−a+l
ξp u
l
ξq
Type III : amξ u
n
ξpu
a−n
ξq a
l−a+n
ξq
Here, the quadruple (m,n, l, a) satisfies the following relations for different
types:
Type I : a ≥ l + n, m ≥ a− (l + n).
Type II : a ≥ l, n ≥ a− l.
Type III : a ≥ n, l ≥ a− n.
Suppose, Type I and Type II happen together, then we have a = l + n and
m ≥ 0. So, the generators in Type I and Type II yield only one term, amξ u
n
ξpu
l
ξq ,
which maps non-trivially.
If Type I, Type II and Type III happen together, then we have again a = l+n.
Then, for each (m,n, l, a), we get only one term, amξ u
n
ξpu
l
ξq , which maps non-
trivially. Therefore, for each ⋆ we are getting exactly one class in the domain
of Φ. Hence, it is a bijection. 
4. Cpq-slices for the spectrum S
V ∧HZ
In this section, for each α ∈ RO(Cpq), we compute the Cpq-slices for the
spectrum ΣαHZ. First we recall some useful facts about slices.
In the introduction we have already seen the meaning of X ≥ n for a G-
spectrum X. Such spectra are called n-slice connective. Now, we define the
n-slice coconnnective case. We denote it by X ≤ n.
Definition 4.1. A spectrum X ≤ n if the restriction resGH(X) ≤ n and
[SkρG ,X]G = 0 for all k ≥ 0 such that kdim(ρG) > n.
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By [6, Corollary 2.6], if a spectrum satisfies k ≤ X ≤ n, the same holds for all
restrictions. But the definition of n-slice connective case is not computational.
A more convenient criterion for X ≥ n is given by [9, Theorem 2.10]:
Theorem 4.2. A G-spectrum X ≥ n if and only if the non equivariant homo-
topy groups
pikΦ
H(X) = 0
for all H ≤ G and k < n|H| . Here Φ
H(X) is the H-geometric fixed point of the
spectrum X, that is, the geometric fixed point of resGH(X).
Remark 4.3. Note that the geometric fixed point spectrum ΦCpq (X) is trivial.
Proposition 4.4. If X be a m-slice, ΣkρGX is (m+ k|G|)-slice for all k ∈ Z,
that is,
P
m+k|G|
m+k|G| (Σ
ρGX) ≃ ΣρGPmm (X).
Proof. See [7, Corollary 4.25]. 
As we discussed that the Slice spectral sequence is a homotopy spectral se-
quence and the filtration for the homotopy groups of spectrum X is given by
F spit(X) = ker(pit(X)→ pit(P
t+s−1X)
such that
pit−s(P
t
tX)
∼= F spit−s(X)/F
s+1pit−s(X).
In [13], it has been proved that the above filtration of the homotopy groups
can be computed from the certain filtration of the Mackey functor in the fol-
lowing sense:
Proposition 4.5. If n > 0, then for a (n+ 1)-coconnected spectrum X, then
F spit(X)
∼= F (s+n−1)/npinX.
Here, for a Mackey functor M the filtration FkM is given by as follows:
FkM(G/H) = {x ∈M(G/H) : i∗|J |x = 0, for all J ⊂ H, |J | ≤ k}
and i∗ is a functor between the category of G-Mackey functors such that
i∗aM(G/H) =
{
0, if |H| > a,
M(G/H), otherwise.
The restrictions and transfers are induced from M.
Proof. See [13, Corollary 8.6] for the proof. 
By repeated application of the map u(ξ−ξp) in Lemma 3.5 and then smashing
with the sphere SV we obtain a map SV ∧HZ→ SV+l(ξ−ξ
p) ∧HZ, denoted by
ul(ξ−ξp). Its cofiber is denoted by Cof(ul(ξ−ξp)). Then we obtain
Proposition 4.6. The spectrum Cof(ul(ξ−ξp)) is a wedge of suspensions of
HKp〈Z/p〉. Therefore, it has only np-slices for integer n.
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Proof. Note that the restriction of the cofiber to the subgroup Cq is trivial.
Since the cofiber is again HZ-module, it is cohomological. Using Proposition
3.2, we conclude that pinCof(ul(ξ−ξp)) is non-zero if and only if pinresCp(Cof(ul(ξ−ξp)))
is non-zero. Now, set V = a + bξ + cξp + dξq with a, b, c and d are non-
negative integers. Therefore, pin(Cof(ul(ξ−ξp))) is non-trivial if and only if
n ∈ {a + 2c − 2, · · · , a + 2c − 2l} and for each such n, the homotopy group
Mackey functor pinCof(ul(ξ−ξp)) is Kp〈Z/p〉. It remains to show that the spec-
trum ΣnHKp〈Z/p〉 has only np-slice, using the following Lemma 4.7. 
Note that we have the following equivalences:
Sξ ∧HKp〈Z/p〉 ≃ ∗, S
ξq ∧HKp〈Z/p〉 ≃ ∗ and S
ξp ∧HKp〈Z/p〉 ≃ Σ
2HKp〈Z/p〉.
Therefore, for any k ≥ 0, we have ΣkρG∧HKp〈Z/p〉 ≃ Σ
kqHKp〈Z/p〉. Hence,
by Proposition 4.4, the only nontrivial slice of ΣkqHKp〈Z/p〉 is the kpq-slice
ΣkqHKp〈Z/p〉. This gives the clue for the slices of Σ
nHKp〈Z/p〉.
Lemma 4.7. The spectrum ΣnHKp〈Z/p〉 is a pn-slice.
Proof. If ΣnHKp〈Z/p〉 = P
t
t (X) for some t, then by the filtration of the homo-
topy groups we have F s−1pinΣ
nHKp〈Z/p〉 6= F
spinΣ
nHKp〈Z/p〉. Then, theo-
rem 4.5 yields F (s+n)/nKp〈Z/p〉 6= F
(s+n−1)/nKp〈Z/p〉. This can only happen
when
(s+ n− 1)/n < p and (s+ n)/n ≥ p.
This gives s = n(p − 1). But note that F s−1pinΣ
nHKp〈Z/p〉 is empty and
F spinΣ
nHKp〈Z/p〉 ∼= Kp〈Z/p〉. This gives t−s = n and hence t = np. Therefore,
ΣnHKp〈Z/p〉 has only np-slice. 
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a G-spectrum such that pi⋆(X) is cohomological.
Then, X is a k-slice if and only if both resGCp(X) and res
G
Cq
(X) are k-slices.
Proof. Assume both resGCp(X) and res
G
Cq
(X) are k-slices. Then, by Proposi-
tion 3.2 X is a k-slice for the group G. The other direction follows from [7,
Proposition 4.13]. 
This Proposition suggests that computation of the Cp-slices is relevant to
the calculations of the Cpq-slice for spectra which are modules over HZ. An
simple example of a Cp-HZ-module is the spectrum S
W ∧HZ, where W is a
representation of Cp. Though the slices of this spectrum are known from [15],
we again compute the slices and obtain
Lemma 4.9. Let W = m + nξ be a representation of Cp. Then the spectrum
ΣWHZ is Cp-dim(W )-slice if and only if
(i) n ≤ m ≤ n+ 4 for p = 3.
(ii) 2np−1 ≤ m ≤
2n+3p
p−1 for p ≥ 5.
Proof. For case (i), we have the regular representation, ρC3 = 1+ ξ. Therefore,
we have SW ∧HZ ∼= SnρC3 ∧ Σm−nHZ. So, the problem reduces to case when
Σm−nHZ is an (m− n)-slice.
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It is immediate that Σm−nHZ ≥ m−n. By [10, Theorem 4.3], it follows that
if 0 ≤ m− n ≤ 4, then Σm−nHZ ≤ m− n.
Next, consider case (ii): To show that ΣWHZ ≥ dim(W ), Theorem 4.2
implies that it is enough to compute the homotopy groups pik(Φ
CpΣWHZ) and
pik(S
dim(W ) ∧HZ). It turns out that
pik(Φ
CpΣWHZ) = 0 for k <
mp
p
and
pik(S
dim(W ) ∧HZ) = 0 for k < dim(W ).
If mp < dim(W ), then m = min{k : pik(S
dim(W ) ∧ HZ) 6= 0}. Therefore,
ΣWHZ is not in dim(W )-slice category. Therefore, mp ≥ dim(W ) = m+ 2n.
Next, we find conditions which ensure that such that ΣWHZ ≤ dim(W ).
That is, we must show that
[SkρCp ,ΣWHZ]Cp ∼= H˜
W−kρCp
Cp
(S0;Z) = 0 for k >
dim(W )
p
.
Following [10, Theorem 4.3], this group is non zero if and only if m − k ≥ 3.
Therefore, there exists some k such that the group H˜
W−kρCp
Cp
(S0;Z) vanishes if
and only if m > 2n+3pp−1 . This gives S
W ∧ HZ ≤ dim(W ) if and only if for all
k ≥ 0, m ≤ 2n+3pp−1 . Hence the result follows. 
Remark 4.10. For any Cp-spectrum S
W ∧HZ, we have either SW ∧HZ ≤ |W |
or ≥ |W |. In any case, in [15], Yarnall proved that SW ∧ HZ has a spherical
dim(V )-slice.
Corollary 4.11. Let V be a Cpq-representation such that V = a+bξ+cξ
p+dξq.
Then the spectrum ΣVHZ is a Cpq-dim(V )-slice if
i) b + d ≤ a + 2c ≤ b + d + 4 for p = 3 or 2(b+d)p−1 ≤ a + 2c ≤
2(b+d)+3p
p−1 for
p ≥ 5.
ii) 2(b+c)q−1 ≤ a+ 2d ≤
2(b+c)+3q
q−1 .
Proof. If ΣVHZ is slice, it must be a dim(V )-slice. Using Proposition 4.8, it
is enough to show that both the spectra resGCp(Σ
VHZ) and resGCq (Σ
VHZ) are
dim(V )-slices. Hence, the result follows from Lemma 4.9. 
Proposition 4.12. For the Cpq-spectrum S
V ∧HZ we have
(i) if resGCp(S
V ∧HZ) ≤ dim(V ) and resGCq(S
V ∧HZ) ≤ dim(V ), then it has
a spherical dim(V)-slice Also, for 0 ≤ k ≤ dim(V ), the k-slices of SV ∧HZ are
given by the certain wedges of the suspensions of HKp〈Z/p〉 or HKq〈Z/q〉 or
the both.
(ii) if resGCp(S
V ∧ HZ) ≥ dim(V ) and resGCq(S
V ∧ HZ) ≥ dim(V ), then it
has a spherical dim(V )-slice.
(iii) if resGCp(S
V ∧HZ) ≥ dim(V ) and resGCq(S
V ∧ HZ) ≤ dim(V ), then it
has a spherical dim(V )-slice.
(iv) if resGCp(S
V ∧ HZ) ≤ dim(V ) and resGCq(S
V ∧ HZ) ≥ dim(V ), then it
has a spherical dim(V )-slice.
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Proof. Assume that the Cpq-representation is of the form a+bξ+cξ
q+dξq such
that a, b, c and d are non-negative integers. Now consider the Cp-spectrum
resGCp(S
V ∧HZ) and the Cq-spectrum res
G
Cq
(SV ∧HZ).
For case (i), the hypothesis immediately gives
a+ 2c ≤ dim(V )/p and a+ 2d ≤ dim(V )/q.
Therefore, from [15], there exists Cp and Cq-representations m+nξ andm
′+n′ξ
respectively such that Sm+nξ ∧ HZ is a dim(V )-slice of resGCp(S
V ∧ HZ) and
Sm
′+n′ξ ∧HZ is a dim(V )-slice of resGCq (S
V ∧HZ).
Next, we consider the representation
W = V − (b+ d− n)(ξ − ξp)− (b+ c− n′)(ξ − ξq).
Then, it is readily follows that the spectrum resGHS
W ∧HZ is a H-dim(V )-
slice for both H = Cp and Cq. Hence, Proposition 4.8 implies that S
W ∧HZ is
a dim(V )-slice for the group Cpq. Also, note that the restrictions of the cofiber
of the composition
u(b+d−n)(ξ−ξp) ◦ u(b+c−n′)(ξ−ξq) : S
W ∧HZ→ SV ∧HZ
has slices with filtration < dim(V ).
For case (ii), we have a similar argument: consider the map
u(b+d−n)(ξ−ξp)◦u(b+c−n′)(ξ−ξq) : S
V ∧HZ→ SV+(b+d−n)(ξ−ξ
p)+(b+c−n′)(ξ−ξq)∧HZ.
The restriction of its fiber to the subgroups Cp and Cq has slices less than
dim(V ). Also, the spectrum SV+(b+d−n)(ξ−ξ
p)+(b+c−n′)(ξ−ξq) ∧ HZ is a Cpq-
dim(V )-slice for SV ∧HZ.
Finally, we consider case (iii). By hypothesis resGCp(S
V ∧ HZ) ≥ dim(V ).
Choose l = ⌈ (a+2c)(p−1)+2(b+d)−3p2p ⌉. Then the spectrum res
G
Cp
(SV+l(ξ−ξ
p)∧HZ) ≤
dim(V ). Also, there is a map
ul(ξ−ξp) : S
V → SV+l(ξ−ξ
p) ∧HZ
whose fiber is a wedge of trivial suspensions of HKp〈Z/p〉, HKq〈Z/q〉, or both
and they are ≥ dim(V ). The spectrum SV+l(ξ−ξ
p) ≤ dim(V ) as its restriction
to the subgroups Cp and Cq are ≤ dim(V ). So, it has slices if the slice filtration
is less equal to dim(V ). Hence, we get the slice tower for SV ∧HZ.

Theorem 4.13. For α ∈ RO(Cpq) there exists β ∈ RO(Cpq) such that S
α∧HZ
has a dim(α)-slice Sβ ∧HZ. The other slices are suspensions of HKp〈Z/p〉 or
HKq〈Z/q〉 or wedges of them.
Proof. We can always find some k ∈ Z such that α+kρG is honest representation
of G. Therefore, using Proposition 4.4 it is enough to consider α = V = a +
bξ+ cξp+dξq for a, b, c, and d are non-negative integers. Then the Propositions
4.6 and 4.12 together imply the result. 
Next, we consider few examples for the group G = C15, so, p = 3 and q = 5.
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Example 4.14. We’ll give a slice tower for the C15-spectrum X = S
11ξ5 ∧HZ.
Note that ResGC3(X)
∼= S11ξ ∧ HZ and ResGC5(X)
∼= S22 ∧ HZ. Therefore, we
are in case where ResGC3(X) ≤ 22 and Res
G
C5
(X) ≥ 22.
Choose l to be the lease positive integer such that the spectrum resGC5S
l(ξ−ξ5)∧
X ≤ 22. Then, l should be equal to ⌈22.(5−1)−3.52.5 ⌉ = 8. Therefore, until the 22-
slice all the higher dimension slices are obtain by the computations of the fiber
of the map uξ−ξq . Therefore, iterative use of the Proposition 4.12 we obtain the
slice tower as follows:
95-slice: Σ19HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
11ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

85-slice: Σ17HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
ξ+10ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

75-slice: Σ15HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
2ξ+9ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

65-slice: Σ13HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
3ξ+8ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

55-slice: Σ11HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
4ξ+7ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

45-slice: Σ9HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
5ξ+6ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

35-slice: Σ7HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
6ξ+5ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

25-slice: Σ5HKq〈Z/q〉 // S
7ξ+4ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

22-slice: S7ξ+ξ
p+3ξq ∧HZ // S8ξ+3ξ
q
∧HZ

0-slice: HKp〈Z/p〉
Example 4.15. First we construct the slice tower for the spectrum S6 ∧HZ.
The restrictions satisfy
resGCp(S
6 ∧HZ) ≥ 6
and
resGCq(S
6 ∧HZ) ≥ 6.
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Therefore, we are case (ii) of the Proposition 4.12. Using the technique
mentioned in the proof we get the following slice tower:
15− slice : Σ3Kq〈Z/q〉 // S
6 ∧HZ
uξ−ξq

9− slice : Σ3Kp〈Z/p〉 // S
6+ξ−ξq ∧HZ
uξ−ξp

6− slice : S6+2ξ−ξ
p−ξq ∧HZ
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